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Date Wednesday, 21 August 2019 Time 19.30  Venue Naturescope 

Attendees Apologies Did not attend 

Julia Bott (chair) 

Anne Lambert (in the Chair) 

Richard Fox  

George Meakin (treasurer) 

David Coleman (secretary) 

 

Sue Delafons (funding)  

Lisa Kanter  

Charlie Oppenheim 

Rachel Stevenson 

 

Guests: 

None 

None  

No Item Discussion Actions by next meeting 

1 
Welcome & 
apologies  

Apologies – none, as above.   
 

2 

Minutes of 
last meeting 

Minutes of Jun 10 meeting agreed as correct. 
Matters arising (not dealt with elsewhere):   
Item 3.8(ii) – Insurance/safeguarding policy:  the insurers had confirmed that, as long as parents accompanied 
any children, they had no requirement for a safeguarding policy. We would adopt the same approach to 
vulnerable adults in that they must be accompanied by a carer.   A note to this effect would be put on the 
website. 

 

 
RF to update website 
 
 
 

3 

Strategic 
matters 
going 
forward 

3.1 A detailed discussion, not about revisiting the vision of FoWC, but rather a review post AGM as to how to 
achieve it and what our future priorities should be.  This was inevitably not a “one off” conversation. 

3.2 Considered what FoWC should do more of, start doing, stop doing? 
3.3 Key themes: (i) keep walks and talks programmes; (ii) keep doing litter picking and swan & duck food; (iii) 

aim for one major event a year; (iv) engage more – with other organisations, with existing users and a wider 
diversity of users; (v) work with Enable to develop education programmes (in MMP) and campaigns 
(including links with local schools); (vi) develop volunteering opportunities; (vii) commence fundraising 
once MMP finalised; (viii)work out how best to “share the load” (e.g. find more organisers/support for 
events and projects) (ix) avoid initiatives not in line with strategic themes/vision.  

3.4 We will benchmark against 2018/19 engagement data. 
3.5 Topics for urgent discussion included schools outreach and engaging volunteers. 
 

All to keep topic under 
review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RF to circulate 2018/19 
data 

4 

MMP – Jun 
13 meeting  
& project 
priority list 

4.1 Minutes had been circulated of the Jun 13 meeting between FoWC, the MAC, WBC and Enable which 
had agreed (i) how the MMP should be monitored and as necessary updated/reviewed; and (ii) an 
approach to delivering projects in the MMP. 

4.2 Not all projects in the MMP were budgeted.  FoWC could both work with Enable on projects (e.g. 
educational programmes) and also aim to source funds elsewhere and separate from Enable for any 
future projects not included in the MMP. 

 



 
 

2

4.3 It was agreed that the views of the FoWC were aligned with the MAC for the purposes of the Sep 9 
meeting of WBC, Enable and the MMP working group to confirm project priorities. 

5 

National 
Parks City – 
Follow Up 

5.1 A very successful event; well timed with WBC announcing in the same week its new environmental strategy 
which aimed to make Wandsworth the greenest inner London Borough; good engagement with members 
and others, including with guests from WBC and Enable. 

5.2 Follow up should include (i) putting more about NPC and its “12 ways to make London better” on the 
FoWC website; (ii) engagement with WBC on implementing its new environmental strategy and 
identification of what FoWC can offer WBC, which would also help achieve FoWC’s aims; (iii) keeping a 
watching brief on the NPC website. 

5.3 NPC could be a way to engage more with children/young people.  JB/RF noted that, at the launch of 
NPCW, two young people had spoken eloquently on the issues and had indicated that they would be 
willing to speak to schools etc – this would help FoWC in relation to working  more with children. 

 

CO to follow up with Dan 
Raven-Ellison 
 
RF to update website 
JB/RF to write to Paul 
Martin (WBC CEO) 
 
JB to connect with the 
young speakers at the 
NPCW launch 
 

6 

Bellevue 
Road Fair 

6.1 RS was dealing with the paperwork and organisation of the FoWC stall at the Fair on Sep 15 
6.2 Discussion focussed on identifying volunteers to man the stall and gathering materials for the stall: banner, 

leaflets, stickers, swan & duck food, nature quiz, details of upcoming events (RF’s email update for Sept), 
update on the MMP etc.   

 

Various, as agreed 
 
 

7 
Leaflets Expenditure on proper quality leaflets (e.g. Did you know?, Butterflies and Wildflowers) approved, but we 

should charge for them where appropriate to recoup costs. 

DC to organise printing of 
Butterflies and Wildflowers 
leaflets 

8 

Standing 
items 

 

Most of the relevant updates were included in the written report appended to these minutes or in the main 

items minuted above.  Other matters raised were: 

8.1 MAC – Valerie Selby (Enable biodiversity lead) had included FoWC committee members on her walk with 

the MAC members, which this time focussed on the Scope and the plans for the Burntwood Lane/Trinity Road 

junction. 

8.4 Project updates – (a) Drinking Fountain: Sam Kemp at Enable had followed up with the Mayor’s Office and 

Thames Water, but it seemed only a standard Thames Water water bottle filler on a site of their choosing was 

on offer.  The possibility of alternative/more sympathetic designs for the Common were therefore on ice. 

(b) Neal’s Lodge: The informal group which had been looking at this now had a Chair (Mark Luboff – co-opted 

onto the MAC and as a Friend) and Project Manager – Deeda Naqvi. Consideration of what might be possible 

continued. 

8.6 Events Update – (i) See RF’s Sept update email. 

 
 
 
RF to circulate email to 
Cte 
 
 
RF/JB to raise at meeting 
with WBC and Enable on 
Sep 9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AL to attend and register 
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(ii) Charles Walton’s successful heritage walk around the Common was to be repeated on Sep 7. 

(iii) There was a bat walk on Sep 12. 

(iv)RF/JB had procured Dr Erica McAllister of the Natural History Museum to talk on The Secret Life of Flies on 

Sep 26.   Erica  (@flygirlNHM) has an incredible passion for diptera and is a very entertaining speaker! We're 

very lucky to have her talk to us in this 'Year of the Fly'. 

(v) Philip Boys would be talking on “A History of Wandsworth Common through Maps” on Oct 14. 

(vi)  Bowls:  The Bowls Club members (amongst others) were very concerned about the public treatment of the 

green, as well as some users behaviour and attitudes toward them.  RF/JB had written to All Star to ask them to 

ensure that users, who booked through them, used the green appropriately.  There was to be a friendly match 

between Enable and the Parks Police in w/c Sept 9.   

(vii) The next London Friends Group Network meeting was on Sep 9 at City hall.   

(viii) Enable were holding an event at the Pump House Gallery in Battersea Park for Committee members of 

Wandsworth friends’ groups on Sep 19.  A photo for the event had been requested for those members of the 

committee who were happy to be in it. 

8.7 External Communications:  CO would put up the new FoWC noticeboard at Skylark.  The lost leg for the 

boards would be replaced. 

8.8 Governance – The position on copying people in on emails was confirmed for the purposes of GDPR 

compliance. People to be blind copied, unless already known to each other or content to be introduced. 

8.9   Treasury/Finance matters – GM circulated the appended receipts and payments account for April to July 

2019, which showed a net surplus of £1,817.47 (albeit this included annual renewals  of members’ subscriptions) 

for the period and an accumulated bank balance of £5,912.72.   There were still some payments due from 

sponsors of the AGM and these would be followed up.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RS to attend meeting 
between All Star and 
Enable 
 
AL to attend on behalf of 
the Committee 
 
All – RSVP to JB/RF 
 
 
 
 
 
RF to order 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RF to follow up copying in 
GM and CO  

9 AOB 

Publication of minutes:  it was agreed that the minutes of each meeting should be put up on the FoWC 

website when any comments had been reflected in the draft minutes rather than after formal approval at the 

next meeting. 

It was agreed that attendees would be responsible for bringing their own documents rather than relying on DC 
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to bring copies as some preferred to review documents digitally. 

8 DONM 
Wednesday, 16 Oct at 7.30 pm at the Charles Room, County Arms RS to book 

 
 

 


